4/9 Mon
た forms (Plain past affirmative forms)
Talking about past experiences, using たことがある; listing representative activities, using verb たり verb たりする

Homework: -- Do Workbook pp.107-110 (II)
-- Read Textbook pp.371-372 (LANGUAGE III B)

4/10 Tue
Plain past forms
Expressing reasons, using the plain form of verbs and adjectives +からです

Homework: -- Read Textbook pp.370-374 (LANGUAGE III)

4/11 Wed
Expressing reasons, using the plain past form of verbs and adjectives +んです

Homework: -- Do Workbook pp.111-113 (III)
-- Memorize Chapter 10 dialogue (pp.320-321) with your partner to perform it tomorrow

4/12 Th Dialogue Presentation (Chapter 10)

Homework: -- Do Workbook pp.197-201 (I-III) in LRC
-- Prepare yourself for Kanji Quiz (Chapter 10) tomorrow
-- Review what has been covered for Drill Session tomorrow

4/13 Fri Kanji Quiz (Chapter 10)

Drill Session

Homework: -- Read Textbook pp.376-377 (LANGUAGE IV)
-- Prepare yourself for Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 11) on Monday

Next week: 4/16 Mon Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 11)
4/20 Fri Chapter Exam #4 (through Chapter 10)